Because of the inherent nonlinearities involving the behavior of CNTs when excited by electrostatic forces, modeling and simulating their behavior is challenging. The complicated form of the electrostatic force describing the interaction of their cylindrical shape, forming upper electrodes, to lower electrodes poises serious computational challenges. This presents an obstacle against applying and using several nonlinear dynamics tools typically used to analyze the behavior of complicated nonlinear systems undergoing large motion, such as shooting, continuation, and integrity analysis techniques. This works presents an attempt to resolve this issue. We present an investigation of the nonlinear dynamics of carbon nanotubes when actuated by large electrostatic forces. We study expanding the complicated form of the electrostatic force into enough number of terms of the Taylor series. Then, we utilize this form along with an Euler-Bernoulli beam model to study for the first time the dynamic behavior of CNTs when excited by large electrostatic force. The geometric nonlinearity and the nonlinear electrostatic force are considered. An efficient reduced-order model (ROM) based on the Galerkin method is developed and utilized to simulate the static and dynamic responses of the CNTs. Several results are generated demonstrating softening and hardening behavior of the CNTs near their primary and secondary resonances. The effects of the DC and AC voltage loads on the behavior have been studied. The impacts of the initial slack level and CNT diameter are also demonstrated.
Introduction
Nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) are a growing area of research, which extends the attractive features of the microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) technology to the nanoscale [1, 2] . Currently NEMS are being investigated for a To study the static and dynamic behavior of an electrically actuated slacked single-walled carbon nanotube, Fig. 1 , we model it as a cylindrical Euler-Bernoulli beam of radius R , thickness h, and length L. The electrostatic force is introduced by an electrode underneath the nanotube with a gap width d. The nanotube is assumed to have a Young modulus E, a mass density  , a cross-sectional area A and an area moment of inertia I. As mentioned before, the carbon nanotube is considered to be initially curved in the direction of the lower electrode with an initial shape 2 00( ) sin ( )
Problem Formulation
The governing equation describing the deflection ( , ) w x t of the clamped-clamped CNT under electrostatic force can be written as [6, 9] (1) where t is time and c is the viscous damping coefficient.
The electrostatic force ˆe F is expressed as [6] 2 0
where 0  is the air permittivity.
The boundary conditions are:
Limitation of the model
The derivation of the continuum mechanics beam theory of (6) is based on the following assumption [6, 18] : which is estimated to be near 0.24 nm.
Moreover, the initial curvature of the arch (the slack) needs to remain small to satisfy the shallow arch theory:
For the considered case studies of this paper, these conditions are satisfied.
Nondimensionalization
We consider the dimensionless variables
where T is a time constant defined by
. Now we substitute (4) into (1)-(3). The dimensionless equations of motion and associated boundary conditions of the considered clamped-clamped CNT become: To reduce computational difficulty associated with the electrostatic force term in Eq. (7a) while applying the Galerkin procedure, we expand the complicated form of the electrostatic force into enough number of terms using Taylor series. First of all, assume the main part of the electrostatic force a function of the deflection w:
Taylor-Series Expansion
Then we expand this term into enough terms of Taylor series: 
To figure out how many terms expansion is accurate enough to replace the complicated force expression, we neglect the initial slack term 0 w in (9) here and get:
R here is normalized by the gap length and is constant.
Then we expand this in terms of w:
are the coefficients produced from the Taylor series expansion.
The deflection w is normalized byŵ The deflection of the CNT cannot be higher than the gap length. We choose the range of w from 0 to 0.85 to observe the error since when w approaches 1, the CNT approaches pull in, which is not the focus of this paper.
From Fig3 one can see that the error of the 20 terms Taylor expansion does not exceed 2%, which is acceptable for all practical purposes. As a conclusion, 20 terms Taylor series is accurate enough to substitute the original electrostatic force term in the numerical computations.
Then we have:
Where, as before, 0 b , 1 b …… 20 b are the Taylor expansion coefficients.
Then we replace e F with 2 20 ( cos( )) ( )
in (5) and get:
It is worth to point out that one advantage of the Taylaor series expansion of the electrostatic force that it resolves the numerical problems reported in [27] when using a beam model, in which case a cable model had to be used. Here we do not face such a problem, and hence, we are able to keep the bending effect and use a beam model.
Galerkin Expansion
To derive a reduced-order model ROM, we apply the Galerkin method and use the undamped unforced beam's linear orthonormal modeshapes () i x  [25] [26] [27] . Hence the deflection is expressed as:
where i u is the modal coordinate of the i th mode. Following the standard procedure of Galerkin [20] , nonlinear differential equations of () i ut are derived, which can be integrated numerically to yield the dynamics response. As was indicated in [25] , it is found that one mode is sufficient for convergence. In the absence of internal resonance, a one-mode approximation can yield adequate accuracy. However, the one mode approximation cannot capture the mode coupling effect or internal resonances, if any. This adds a limitation on our model. As an example for the resulting ROM, assuming one mode, the modal equation describing 1 () utfor a clamped-clamped initially slacked CNT is written as:
Long Time Integration Results
As a case study, a non-hollow CNT of L = 1000 nm, 5 R nm  , d = 200 nm, Young modulus E = 1 TPa, and mass density Numerical response with the same parameter calculated without the Taylor expansion from previous study of [27] are plotted in the same figure with numerical results using the simplified governing equation with the electrostatic force term substituted as its Taylor series. It has been mentioned in [27] that to get this result is quite computationally challenging and time consuming due to the spatial integration involving the complex electrostatic force term at each time step. Using the Taylor expansion alleviates this problem and enables efficient computation of the results. For the case of small slack as shown in Fig.4 (a), a hardening behavior occurs and then it switches to softening type behavior when the slack level increases to 5nm as shown in Fig.4 (b) .
The Shooting Method
The long-time integration technique may not predict accurately the dynamical behavior, especially near bifurcation points and under low damping conditions. Toward this, we use the shooting method [20] . The shooting method is a powerful technique for capturing periodic motion and analyzing their stability for nonlinear systems. Hence, it is capable of predicting both stable and unstable solutions. In this section, we utilize the shooting method in conjunction with the Floquet theory to obtain both stable and unstable solution of the frequency response of the CNT excited by electrostatic force. Shown for VDC=VAC=1V and a quality factor of 100.
We consider the same case study of last section. First we study the advantage of the shooting method on revealing the nonlinear behavior of CNT under a certain electrostatic force. Fig.5 shows that the shooting method result and longtime integration method has a good match. Moreover, the shooting method can predict not only unstable solutions, which longtime integration method cannot get, but it can show the entire range of the stable solutions. Also the Floquet multipliers are monitored during the calculation process. The absolute values of the Floquet multipliers of both stable and unstable solutions are getting extremely close to 1 when the stable solution and unstable solution meets indicating a tangent bifurcation.
Results and Discussions
Next we use the shooting technique to obtain results for a wide range of voltage loads. Fig.6 shows the response of a 5nm slacked CNT under a voltage load of
One can see a complicated nonlinear behavior, in which the CNT shows a softening behavior for low amplitude of vibration, after which it turns into a hardening behavior, as seen by the new stable branch that is created above 6 nm amplitude. The local softening behavior has been predicted in [9] , for the same case parameters, which indicates that for a slack level 0 4 b nm 
, the quadratic nonlinearities due to the initial curvature and electrostatic force dominate the dynamic behavior of the slacked CNT leading to the softening effect. However, since the model in [9] is based on perturbation analysis that is local and valid for small amplitude of motion, the emergence of the new stable branch with the hardening behavior has not been captured by the perturbation model. Shown for VDC=VAC=1V and a quality factor of 100.
Next, we consider more cases under large electric loads. As discussed previously, the 
Effect of DC voltage
First, we study the effect of the DC load on the CNT nonlinearity. Fig7 shows that the 5nm slacked CNT exhibits generally softening behavior for small vibration amplitude and hardening behavior for larger oscillation. Comparing Fig. 7a to Fig. 7e shows that increasing DC voltage amplifies the quadratic effect of the electrostatic force, and hence more evident softening effect shows up for the small oscillation. It is worth noting that the initial softening behavior presents in cases a,b, and e is weak in c and does not exist in d. A possible explanation to this is the fact that for small values of V DC , a,b, the quadratic curvature nonlinearities is strong enough to cause softening effect. In Fig. c , V DC causes more stretching in the beam making the cubic geometric nonlinearity to become stronger than the curvature nonlinearity. Increasing V DC further adds quadratic nonlinearities from the electrostatic force, and hence, enhancing again the quadratic nonlinearities.
Effect of AC voltage
Next, the impact of the AC voltage is studied.  . Similar results were revealed recently using continuation techniques [22] where only an unknown stable solution of larger amplitude has been obtained. Now we can confirm that the unknown stable solution is part of the superharmonic resonance. We recall here that at superharmonic resonance of order two, the structure responds at twice the excitation frequency while it responds at three times that in the case of superharmonic resonance of order three. Also, at subharmonic resonance of order half and one third, the structure responds at half and one third the excitation frequency, respectively.
It is worth mentioning that the possibility of large response in the case of superharmonic and subharmonic resonances can be surprising (in the linear sense) since they occur at t frequencies, which usually are considered of safely low amplitude.
This complicated nonlinear phenomenon on electorally actuated CNTs has never been studied before. Such coexistence of several solutions, stable and unstable, primary and subharmonic, has been observed in studies of nonlinear dynamics of MEMS, such as electrically actuated imperfect microbeam actuator [30] . a b From all of these figures above, we can see also that the natural frequency of the system becomes larger when increasing the DC voltage input. Jointly increasing DC and AC voltage would of course enlarge the amplitude of the deflection of the CNT. Moreover this would cause more complicated nonlinear behavior and increase the instability of the CNT by introducing the changing from softening to hardening behavior of the primary resonance and triggering both subharmonic and superharmonic resonance.
Effect of initial curvature
Next we investigate the influence of the slack level on the frequency-response curve of the CNTs. From Fig12, it can be obviously seen that larger slack level increases the quadratic effect, which is shown as softening behavior. It is indeed expected that the system will experience significant softening with larger initial curvatures due to the Finally, we consider another case study of CNTs with typical dimensions in [11, 12] for a non-hollow CNT of L = 1750 nm, 1 R nm  , d = 500 nm, Young modulus E = 1
Small diameter and large initial slack case
TPa, and mass density 3 1.3 / g cm   and a slack level of 100nm. The results are shown in Fig 13, which reveal significant linear natural frequency shift. The primary non-dimensional natural frequency in this case is around 1400, which is much larger than 24 in 5nm slacked CNT case under the same electrostatic force. This significant amplifying of natural frequency might be due to the very small radius. Moreover, for small radius CNT, a tiny slack level will soften the fundamental mode as studied before [27] . The quadratic effect is dominant in this case with really large initial curvature, which is shown as softening behavior of the CNT. Also the co-existence of the primary and superharmonic resonance has been found around 750  , which is half of the primary resonance frequency. Also the system is excited by superharmonic resonance of order three around 500  with much smaller amplitude compared to the superharmonic of order two as shown in Fig13. This on the other hand confirms that quadratic nonlinearity is more critical in this case. In addition, some other little peaks have been triggered, which seems to higher order superharmonic resonances introduced by the higher order electrostatic nonlinearities.
Similar investigation on the impact of DC and AC voltage on the nonlinearity has been done for this case. From Fig15, it can be seen that larger AC voltage amplifies the superharmonic resonance of order two. Increasing DC voltage further leads to the interesting results in Fig. 16 . New upper solutions appear corresponding to the vibration at the other well (other buckled or curved position). This result indicates the richness of the dynamics and the possibility to discover more solutions at the high vibration amplitude in addition to what have been demonstrated in this paper.
Conclusions
In this work, an investigation into the dynamic behavior of an electrically actuated slacked single-walled CNT when actuated by a DC force and an AC harmonic load was presented. Taylor expansion has been used to substitute the complicated electrostatic force term. It has been proven that this substitution could make the numerical simulation process much more efficient and would not affect the accuracy of the result.
Moreover, taking advantage of shooting technique and the substitution of Taylor expansion gives us a chance to generate results under wider range of electrostatic force load. We found that there are some unique and interesting nonlinear behaviors of CNTs when actuated by larger electrostatic force, which have never been studied before on CNTs. Large DC voltage can amplify the quadratic nonlinearity. However the CNTs are quite strong they might return to hardening behavior for some range.
Increasing AC voltage will introduce large superharmonic resonance. The superharmonic resonance could even coexist with the primary resonance. Increasing the input voltage would also increase a chance to excite the subharmonic resonance, which is very important from the stability point of view and might be completely overlooked in the design of CNT devices and resonators. Larger slack level increases the quadratic effect, which is shown as softening behavior and superharmonic resonance of order two. This modeling approach enables parameter studies and design optimizations for CNTs applications with respect to nonlinear dynamic behavior. 
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